
Breaking down
packaging
artwork
management

What do we
do?



We don't
design labels



We don't print
labels



We don't
manufacture
packages



We manage
artworks. 

Read on to understand what are artworks and why
companies need help managing them



KNOW THE DIFFERENCE

 - container or a wrapper to preserve
the product from spoilage or breakage
- this can be a jar or a tin or a bottle or a
packet etc

between packaging and labeling

soup

PACKAGING

 - Displays information about the product
to the consumer
- Includes company brand name, logo,
ingredients, best before, nutrition etc. 

LABELING



Labels look like this
before they are
wrapped around
the packaging 



Incorrect or insufficient 
 information about quantity,
price, unverified claims 
undeclared allergens
spelling errors
poor barcode quality and more

If and when companies accidentally
release a product with labeling errors

into the market, it can become a
potential health hazard to consumers
and may even result in fatal tragedies

 
Mislabeling can be in the form of

 
 
 

Companies are on the lookout
to increase profits by reaching
their markets sooner than their

competitors. 
 

This rush to reach the shelves
first leads to their departments

working in a frenzied &
disorganized manner which
often leads to overlooking

errors on their artwork
 

In the interest of consumer safety,
labeling regulations are set in place

by :
 

USFDA and USDA in the US 
FSA in the UK
FSANZ in Australia and New
Zealand
and other bodies globally

 
If a product does not comply with

the regulations, companies are
required to recall the said product

LABELS ARE A BIG DEAL. HERE'S WHY...

Sells to store

Mislabeling case reported

notifies company about product

recall due to mislabeling

product recalled



RECALL
INCIDENTS ARE 
EXTREMELY
COMMON
AROUND THE
WORLD

Here's an example of recall statistics
in the United States of which
undeclared allergens like soy, milk,
gluten, etc. top the list

These form a Class 1 recall which is the
most serious classification made by the
USFDA



RECALL EXAMPLE

The outer packaging of a medicine states 200mg of lamotrigine while the unit pack stated 100 gms. The
medicine is used for treating epilepsy or bipolar disorder symptoms.

This labeling error would have led the patient to consume a lesser dosage resulting in reduced therapeutic
effects.



RECALL EXAMPLE

This product was recalled because the company overlooked declaring egg in the allergen warning
statement even though it appears in the ingredients list



NOTE: Labels are
interchangeably called 

 
PACKAGING ARTWORKS

 
or just simply

 
ARTWORKS



COMPANIES HAVE TWO GOALS
If they focus on this they'll probably overlook labeling errors or

incorrect information which would lead to recalls

REACH MARKETS FASTER 

ACHIEVE COMPLIANCE

1.

2.

If they devote their entire time towards this, they'll be the among
the last to reach the markets and therefore lose a chunk of their

potential revenue  to their competition



HERE'S HOW WE HELP
COMPANIES APPROVE THEIR

ARTWORKS 
 
 



ManageArtworks Copy Manager 
Every department can access the latest version of the label content (copy) in one place 



Manage Artworks Ai plugin
Helps the designer access copy immediately. Resolves any chance of copy-pasting errors

on his part. Saves his time trying to reach out to departments for clarifications. 



Manage Artworks Review
Helps ensure compliance with proofing tools. Allows users to verify image or text changes
between versions of an artwork. Also checks for font specs, color, and quality of barcode. 

Can you spot the differences?



Release with ManageArtworks
Consumers prefer making purchases online over offline. We help manufacturers update
their packshots and descriptions of all their products across selling portals instantly to

help them ensure compliance. 



WE ONLY JUST GOT STARTED

The process of launching an artwork is more complicated and our team-
your team is relentlessly coding and testing every day to offer a more

seamless experience to our users

No really...



our team leads look like this by the
end of the week



BUT WE HOPE THIS SUFFICES FOR NOW
Shobhana has been frustrated with new joinees seeing our website and thinking we design labels. She's the
content writer - you know, the person responsible for communicating about our product to the world (no
pressure)

If you think she did a good job explaining what we do, please drop her boss an email and she will be retained.

HER BOSS

OUR CONTENT
WRITER


